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Abstract
In many studies on wireless cooperative diversity, it is often assumed that the
number of helpers and their locations are deterministic or known a priori. In
this paper, we relax such assumptions and investigate a wireless diversity system with distributed cooperation and spatially random helpers subject to random direction (RD) mobility. To enable opportunistic relaying with multiple
helpers, we consider an ALOHA-like medium access control (MAC) scheme and
a timer-based random backoﬀ scheme for multi-helper coordination. Particularly, we analyze the upper bound of combined signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and unconditional success probability with multi-helper cooperation. We also
provide numerical approximations for the delay of the two MAC schemes. To
characterize the tradeoﬀ between the success probability and delay, we further
deﬁne a success/delay ratio, which can be maximized by adapting the intensity
of selected helpers. The numerical and simulation results validated the analysis
accuracy and demonstrated insightful observations.
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1. Introduction
Due to the unique features such as path loss and fading, wireless links support a much less bandwidth than wired links. Although the multiple-input and
multiple-output (MIMO) technology can exploit spatial diversity to improve
wireless channel capacity, it is not feasible to integrate multiple antennas in
palm-sized mobile terminals due to the constraints on size, weight and battery.
In recent years, there was extensive research on cooperative communications
[1, 2], which enable cooperation among mobile terminals to form virtual antennas and achieve spatial diversity via cooperation. Speciﬁcally, the cooperating
helper nodes can relay the overheard signal from the source by various schemes,
such as amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF). A variety of
cooperative communication techniques were studied for wireless sensor networks
[3], wireless local area networks [4], and wireless ad hoc networks [5].
Generally speaking, the cooperation among wireless nodes, which brings spatial diversity gain, can be performed in a centralized or distributed manner. In
centralized cooperation, the source gathers the knowledge about the helpers
and selects the best helper(s) for cooperation. The analysis of the diversity
gain often needs certain a priori deterministic knowledge of the network, such
as the number of helpers, and their locations and characteristics of received
signal strength [6, 7, 8]. The collection of such knowledge is reasonable when
the network topology is static. It becomes challenging, however, with a varying
topology, e.g., when the nodes are moving and their locations are changing. In
such circumstances, the received signal strength of helpers (e.g., the expectation
of the received signal-to-noise ratio) presents dynamic variations which are related to the locations of helpers. Hence, the collected network knowledge can be
out-of-date quickly with fast movements [9]. As a result, the selected relay may
not be the best due to lack of accurate network information, which undermines
the achievable cooperation gain at the physical layer and/or the media access
control (MAC) layer. On the other hand, a distributed approach requires minimum a priori knowledge of the helpers and thus is robust to network variations.
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Nonetheless, it is more complex to analyze the diversity gain of a distributed
approach, especially in the case of multiple helpers where the spatial diversity
gain of cooperation can be potentially high. From the physical-layer point of
view, the more helpers, the higher the diversity gain. Meanwhile, more coordination delay may also be involved at the MAC layer. Hence, it is important to
balance the tradeoﬀ between the physical-layer diversity gain and MAC-layer
delay.
Based on the above observations, this paper aims to address the following
key questions:
• When the helpers are moving, the fading characteristics of the received
signal strength is not static but varying with the node locations. In such
a case, how can we analyze the diversity gain?
• Considering node mobility, the spatial distribution of potential helpers
is random depending on the overheard signal quality. In particular, the
number of potential helpers becomes a random variable. How can the
spatially random distribution of helpers impact on the diversity gain?
• Intuitively, there is a tradeoﬀ between the physical-layer diversity gain and
MAC-layer delay when multiple helpers are available. Nonetheless, the
exact scaling relationship depends on the spatial distribution of helpers.
How can we mathematically quantify the tradeoﬀ and obtain an optimal
balance point in this tradeoﬀ relationship?
To answer the above questions, we focus on a wireless diversity system with
multiple helpers based on a distributed cooperation strategy. Each node independently decides to cooperate as a helper or not based on its local estimates
of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between the source, the destination, and itself.
As such, each node does not need to acquire a global knowledge of other helper
candidates and their channel characteristics. Moreover, the potential helpers
are assumed subject to random direction (RD) mobility [10]. As a result, the
spatial distribution of helpers becomes random. Hence, we apply stochastic ge-
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ometry [11, 12] to model the random locations of potential helper nodes and
analyze the aggregate cooperative performance with multiple helpers. The key
contributions of this paper are several-fold:
• Assume that all the nodes, except the source and the destination, are distributed as a Poisson point process (PPP). Considering the spatial random
locations, we analyze the helper set with p(x)-thinning [11] and derive the
exact form and approximation forms of the probability distribution of the
upper bound of the total combined SNR.
• Based on the SNR upper bound, we further obtain the unconditional success probability of the multi-helper cooperation strategy. This is the probability that the received SNR is above a given threshold and it is also the
complement of the outage probability. The success probability is proved
to be approximately linear with the number of helpers and the helper
intensity under certain conditions.
• To evaluate the tradeoﬀ between the success probability and delay, we
consider two medium access control (MAC) schemes to coordinate multiple helpers, i.e., an ALOHA-like scheme and a timer-based random backoﬀ
scheme. It is shown that the delay of the ALOHA scheme increases exponentially with the number of helpers, whereas the delay of the timer-based
scheme increases more slowly. To characterize the tradeoﬀ, we further
deﬁne a success/delay ratio, which can be maximized by adapting the
intensity measure of selected helpers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the related work. The system model under study is deﬁned in Section III.
In Section IV, we present our analysis for the unconditional success probability,
delay, outage-delay tradeoﬀ and success/delay ratio. The numerical and simulation results in Section V validate the analysis accuracy and demonstrate the
performance tradeoﬀ. In Section VI, we conclude the paper and highlight some
future research directions to extend this work.
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2. Related Work
Cooperative wireless networks at the physical layer have been widely studied
in the literature. The basic AF and DF relaying schemes were proposed and
analyzed in [13], where maximum ratio combining (MRC) was considered at the
destination node to obtain the total SNR. As the proposed form for the total
SNR is very complicated, it is more tractable and feasible to apply an upper
bound and lower bound in practice. A lower bound for the total SNR was proposed in [14], while an upper bound can be found in [14, 15]. Based on the total
SNR expression, the conditional outage performance can be analyzed accordingly. In [6], the outage performance of cooperative relaying was evaluated for
a Rayleigh fading and half-duplex channel in the low SNR regime. In [7, 16], a
closed-form conditional outage probability of DF was derived for a Rayleigh fading and Nakagami-m fading channel, respectively. In [8], the probability density
function (PDF) of the total SNR upper bound was proposed under both an i.i.d
and non-i.i.d condition. The outage probability for each case was also derived
correspondingly. However, the outage analysis in [8] is still conditional and further improved in [17] and [18]. The work in [17] considered that N strongest
helpers are selected out of M candidates, although how to select them was not
discussed. In [18], a dynamic scheme of selecting multiple helpers was proposed.
Cooperation at the MAC layer needs to address two important questions:
1) when to cooperate and 2) whom to cooperate with [19, 20]. If a single entity
(e.g., the source) answers both questions, it is centralized cooperative MAC,
such as [21]. Yang et al. in [21] propose a relay assignment scheme at the
source and also consider helper incentive. A global optimal policy is designed
to associate each source with a best relay so that the overall system capacity is
maximized. On the other hand, a distributed cooperative MAC solution usually
has the helper entities answer both questions in a decentralized fashion, e.g., [22].
The timer-based selection scheme proposed in [22] is based on the assumption
that a helper with a shorter channel access time is preferable. Thus, the ﬁrst
responding helper is supposed to be the optimal helper. As such, no information
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broadcast is necessary for the helpers to obtain knowledge of other competitors,
which alleviates the network from broadcast traﬃc. Even though [21] and [22]
are good cooperative MAC solutions, both focus on a static topology and single
best helper assumption.
In the meantime, there has been little work in the literature that considers
the tradeoﬀ between the physical layer and the MAC layer for cooperative communications. The cross-layer solution in [22] did not address this tradeoﬀ but
only exploit the physical-layer parameters as criteria for helper selection at the
MAC layer. The general tradeoﬀ between power consumption at the physical
layer and delay at the MAC layer are explored in [23] and [24], but they are not
for the cooperative communication scenario. In this paper, we aim to analytically quantify the tradeoﬀ between the physical-layer outage probability and
the MAC-layer delay with cooperation among spatially random moving helpers.
Many existing studies on the cooperative diversity performance did not explicitly address the eﬀect of the spatial distribution of helpers. The theory of
stochastic geometry [11] provides a powerful approach to model the locations
of spatially random helpers. It has been increasingly widely used for wireless
network analysis. In [12], the methodologies of stochastic geometry were extensively reviewed in the context of wireless networks. In [25], diﬀerent mobility
models, such as the random waypoint model, were deﬁned in terms of stochastic geometry. In [26, 27], the authors conducted a series of analysis on spatial
and opportunistic ALOHA using stochastic geometry and various spatial performance measurements, including outage, throughput and transport. There
have been some initial studies of cooperative wireless networks using stochastic
geometry such as [28], [29] and [30]. In [28], four heuristic distributed uncoordinated relaying schemes were proposed for a two-hop time division multiple
access (TDMA) based wireless system. In [29], the authors investigated three
uncoordinated automatic repeat-request (ARQ) schemes, where single-helper
diversity was considered in the ﬁrst two schemes and no diversity was considered for the last local SNR-based scheme. In [30], a backoﬀ timer-based scheme
is designed and analyzed together with an energy-saving strategy for spatially
6
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Fig. 1: System topology. Black nodes represent eligible helpers while gray ones are not helpers.

randomly distributed helpers. Although it only considers single-helper diversity,
the proposed energy-saving strategy can selectively turn oﬀ certain helpers to
signiﬁcantly improve energy eﬃciency.

3. System Model
3.1. Channel Model
We consider a two-dimensional circle Borel area B(o, B) as shown in Fig. 1
with an origin o and radius B. The source node s(−R, 0) and the destination
node d(0, R) are ﬁxed, where R < B. A Rayleigh fading channel is considered
between any data transmitter x and receiver y. The received instantaneous
SNR, γxy , can be modelled by an exponential distribution [31] with a PDF
conditional on the average SNR γ xy , given by
fγxy (γ|γ xy ) =

γ
1 − γ xy
,
e
γ xy

γ ≥ 0.

(1)

Here, the PDF characteristic γ xy depends on log-distance path loss, given by
γ xy = K0 ∥x − y∥−α
7

(2)

where ∥ · ∥ is the Euclidean distance operator, α is the path-loss exponent, and
K0 = P0 /N0 is the ratio of transmit power to additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) power. Speciﬁcally, when α = 2, γ sd =

K0
4R2 .

It should be noticed that,

in a system with randomly distributed mobile helpers, γ xy itself is a random
variable depending on the locations of the nodes. Denoting the PDF of γ xy by
fγ xy (γ), we have the unconditional PDF of γxy , given by fγxy (γ|γ xy )fγ xy (γ).
3.2. Mobility Model and Poisson Point Process
We refer to all the nodes in B(o, B) except s and d as potential helpers. All
the potential helpers are assumed subject to random direction (RD) mobility
[10]. For the RD mobility model, a helper is uniformly placed at an initial
position in B(o, B) at time t = 0 and then chooses a direction and a speed that
are uniformly distributed, with a wrapping around assumption when it hits the
boundary. According to [10], at any following time instant t > 0, the position
of the helper preserves a uniform distribution. Thus, the location of a potential
helper z in a polar coordination system, denoted by (roz , θz ), follows the PDF
expressed as
2r
,
B2
1
fθz (θ) =
,
2π

froz (r) =

0≤r≤B

(3)

0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π.

(4)

We further assume that the number of potential helpers in B(o, B), NB , follows
a Poisson distribution with a probability mass function (PMF):
[
] λB n −λB
Pr NB = n =
e
,
n!

n = 0, 1, . . .

(5)

where the intensity measure λB = λπB 2 and λ is a constant. Combining the
location distribution in (3)-(4) and the distribution of the number of potential
helpers in (5), we see that the mobile potential helpers can be modeled by a
homogeneous Poisson point process (PPP), denoted by ΦB .
3.3. Distributed Cooperative Transmission
In this study, we consider a distributed cooperative transmission strategy.
Whenever the source node s has a packet to transmit, it ﬁrst sends a ready8

to-send (RTS ) message and waits for a clear-to-send (CTS ) response from the
destination d. Based on the overheard RTS and CTS packets, a potential helper
z can estimate the SNR between itself and s and d, denoted by γsz and γzd ,
respectively. Node z is automatically activated as a helper as long as γsz ≥ Γs
and γzd ≥ Γd . Here, Γs and Γd are thresholds pre-deﬁned according to the
quality-of-service (QoS) requirement. They can be the same constants for all
potential helpers or vary with the actual locations of the potential helpers. For
example, the potential helpers relatively far from s and d can use low thresholds
to allow more nodes to participate in cooperative transmission.
Based on the above distributed helper selection, all helpers selected from ΦB
constitute a new point process deﬁned by
{
}
ΦH = z|z ∈ ΦB , γsz ≥ Γs , γzd ≥ Γd .

(6)

We show in Section 3.2 that the number of potential helpers in ΦB and their locations are random variables. As a result of (6), the number of helpers (denoted
by N ) and their locations are also random variables for each cooperation. On
receiving CTS, s transmits its data packet and the helpers that overhear the
data packet successfully also relay the packet to d. Since multiple helpers may
contribute to the relaying, we consider certain coordination schemes speciﬁed in
Section 3.4 to minimize collisions among the helpers. Finally, d combines all the
received signals based on MRC (to be discussed in Section 3.5). If the total SNR
is above a decoding threshold γ0 , an ACK message is returned. Otherwise, the
data transmission fails and s retransmits the packet after timeout or a NACK
message is received.
3.4. MAC for Multi-Helper Coordination
Due to the opportunistic behavior of the distributed helper selection described in Section 3.3, it is possible that multiple helpers are eligible for cooperative transmission. Thus, multiple helpers need to be properly coordinated
with an eﬀective MAC scheme to minimize collisions among their cooperative
transmissions. We assume that the transmission channel is time-slotted and
9

each packet takes one time slot to transmit. An error-free broadcast feedback
channel exists between d and all participating helpers, so that d returns an ACK
or NACK message after each transmission to indicate whether the relayed signal is successfully received or not. Based on the feedback, the helpers who have
experienced collisions can schedule retransmission attempts according to certain
MAC schemes. The above assumptions are typical for the analysis of cooperative MAC protocols [32, 33] and can be supported by simple techniques such as
busy tone [34].
First, we consider an ALOHA-like MAC scheme for comparison purposes. If
a packet from s is overheard by a potential helper z that satisﬁes γsz ≥ Γs and
γzd ≥ Γd in one time slot, z becomes a helper and accesses the channel in the
next slot with a probability p to forward this packet. If more than one helper
transmits at the same time slot, a collision happens and the collided helpers reaccess the channel with the probability p in the next slot. A helper will remain
silent once it has successfully occupied the channel for a transmission until all
the helpers have made their cooperative contributions without collisions. After
that, s starts to transmit a new packet.
In practice, the ALOHA scheme is not realistic since the delay increases exponentially with the number of participating helpers. Hence, we further propose
a timer-based random backoﬀ scheme, which adopts distributed coordination
and perfectly complements the distributed cooperative transmission procedure
in Section 3.3. As shown later in Section 4.4, the timer-based backoﬀ scheme
exhibits a good delay property.
Consider the circle area B(o, B) in Fig. 1. We divide this area into K rings
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Each region Mi , i = 1, ..., K, is associated with a timer
of a length ∆i = iδ, where δ is a time constant. Take the example in Fig. 2.
The helpers h1 and h2 in M2 will relay their overheard signals after a backoﬀ
time 2δ, while the helper h3 in M3 will start its forwarding after a backoﬀ time
3δ. Apparently, a collision will occur since there are two valid helpers in M2
that transmit at the same time. When a collision happens a NACK message is
broadcast, so that not only the collided helpers but also the helpers who expect
10
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Fig. 2: Timer-based random backoﬀ scheme.

to transmit after their backoﬀ time are informed of the failed transmission.
Similar to IEEE 802.11, the timer space of the region where the collided helpers
are located is doubled, while the timers of the regions farther from the origin
are deferred accordingly.
3.5. MRC and Upper Bound of Total SNR
Based on the distributed helper selection in Section 3.3, some potential
helpers become active helpers and they are coordinated with the MAC schemes
in Section 3.4 and relay their overheard signals using an AF scheme [13, 8]. At
the destination node d, all the received signals are combined with MRC and the
total SNR is given by [13]
γtot = γsd +

N
∑
i=1

γsi γid
γsi + γid + 1

(7)

where the number of helpers (N ), the SNR between s, d, and each helper i (γsd ,
γsi , and γid ), are all random variables, which depend on the topology deﬁned
in Section 3.1.
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In practice, because (7) is often not tractable, the upper bound of (7) can
be used instead. An upper bound of γtot is proposed in [14, 15], given by
γub = γsd +

N
∑

γi

(8)

i=1

where γi = min(γsi , γid ). It is worth mentioning that a lower bound can be
formulated by deﬁning γi = min(γsi , γid )/2 [14]. According to (1), it is easy to
show that γi also follows an exponential distribution with a PDF
fγi (γ|τi ) =

1 − τγ
e i,
τi

γ≥0

(9)

where
τi =

γ si γ id
.
γ si + γ id

(10)

In [8], the non-i.i.d. PDF of γub conditional on τ1 , . . . , τN is obtained as
∑ βi − γ
β0 − γγ
fγub (γ|τ1 , τ2 , . . . , τN ) =
e sd +
e τi
γ sd
τ
i
i=1
N

(11)

where
β0 =

N (
∏

1−

i=1

(

γ
βi = 1 − sd
τi

)−1

N
∏

(

τi )−1
γ sd

1−

k=1,k̸=i

τk )−1
,
τi

i = 1, . . . , N.

4. Unconditional Success Probability and Delay
In this section, we ﬁrst derive the distribution of the number of helpers (N )
in the random set deﬁned in (6). Then, we obtain the PDF of the locations
of the random helpers. After that, the unconditional counterpart of (11) is
obtained for a given number of helpers n. Two simpliﬁed approximations are
also proposed for the unconditional PDF of the SNR upper bound. Based on
these preparation steps, we eventually provide the analysis for the unconditional
success probability, which is the complement of the unconditional outage probability. At the end, we analyze the delay involved with diﬀerent MAC schemes
and evaluate the outage-delay tradeoﬀ.
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4.1. Exact Form of Unconditional PDF of SNR Upper Bound
For any potential helper z in ΦB , its SNR of the channel from s to z and the
SNR of the channel from z to d (i.e., γsz and γzd ) are independent. According
to (1), (2) and (6), the probability that a potential helper z is an eligible helper
can be written as
[
]
Pz = Pr γsz ≥ Γs , γzd ≥ Γd
∫ ∞∫ ∞
=
fγsz (γ1 |γ sz )fγzd (γ2 |γ zd ) dγ1 dγ2
Γs

Γd

( −Γ ∥s − z∥α − Γ ∥z − d∥α )
s
d
= exp
.
K0

(12)

As seen in (12), whether a node is an eligible helper or not is related to its
location. Thus, the helper set ΦH can be generated from ΦB by retaining z
in ΦB with a probability Pz and deleting it with a probability (1 − Pz ). The
resulting point process of remaining nodes forms ΦH . This is actually the result
of an independent p(x)-thinning operation to ΦB . The p(x)-thinning operation
deﬁnes a retention probability p(x) for each point x of a PPP and yields a
thinned point process by deleting the point x with a probability 1 − p(x) [11].
According to Prekopa’s Theorem [11], the number of eligible helpers is still
Poisson distributed with a parameter λH , given by
∫ B ∫ 2π
( −Γ ∥s − z∥α − Γ ∥z − d∥α ) λ
s
d
B
λH =
exp
r dr dθ.
2
K
πB
0
0
0

(13)

In this study, we consider the following location-dependant thresholds for helper
selection:
Γs = Γ d =

K0 ln(2roz )
2 + R2 )
2(roz

(14)

where roz is the distance between a potential helper z and the origin and ln(·)
is the natural logarithm. As such, when α = 2, we have
λH =

λB
.
B

(15)

Thus, the number of helpers in ΦH is Poisson distributed with the PMF
[
] λH n −λH
Pr N = n =
e
,
n!
13

n = 0, 1, . . .

(16)

Proposition 1. For a given N = n, when the selection thresholds are deﬁned
in (14) and α = 2, the distance between a helper in ΦH and the origin (denoted
by roh ) follows a uniform distribution with the normalized PDF:
froh (r) =

1
,
B

0 ≤ r ≤ B.

(17)

Proof. Here, roz denotes the distance between a potential helper z and the origin
o, while roh is the distance between an eligible helper h and the origin. Based
on the relationship of roz and roh , we can obtain
[
]
Pr[roh ≤ r] = Pr roz ≤ r and z is selected as h|roz
∫ r
=
froz (x)Pz (x) dx.

(18)

0

Substituting froz and Pz in (18) by (3) and (12), respectively, we can easily
prove (17).
Proposition 2. When α = 2 and the thresholds of helper selection are deﬁned
as(14), any random variable τi in (10) has a PDF given by
fτ (t) =

)− 12
K0 ( K0
2
−
R
,
4Bt2 2t

K0
K0
<t<
.
2(B 2 + R2 )
2R2

(19)

Proof. According to Apollonius’ theorem, we combine (2) and (10) and have
1
∥ s − h ∥2 + ∥ h − d ∥2
=
τi
K0
2
= 2(roh
+ R2 )/K0

(20)

where roh is the distance of any helper h in ΦH to the origin o. From Proposition 1, we know that roh follows a uniform distribution. Based on (17) and
(20), it is straightforward to obtain (19) for the PDF of any τi .
Applying the PDF of τi , we can remove the conditions of τ1 , . . . , τN in (11).
The unconditional PDF of the upper bound of total SNR when N = n can be
expressed as
∫

fγub (γ) =

∫
· · · fγub (γ|t1 , t2 , · · · , tn ) · fτ1 (t1 ) · · · fτn (tn ) dt1 · · · dtn .
| {z }
n

14

(21)

Lemma 1. For a given N = n, the exact form of the unconditional PDF of γub
is expressed as
fγub (γ) =

C n − γγ
e sd + n
γ sd
| {z } |

∫
W (γ, t)U (t)n−1 dt
I
{z
}
F2

F1

where I is the interval

(

K0
K0
2(B 2 +R2 ) , 2R2

R
C = 1 + ln
B

(

B−R
B+R

(22)

)
and

)

γ

e− t
fτ (t)
W (γ, t) =
t − γ sd
(
√ )
K0
Bt − tY
√ ln
√
U (t) = 1 +
,
4B tY
Bt + tY

Y =

K0
− R2 t.
2

Proof. The proof of Lemma 1 is given in Appendix A.
4.2. Two Approximation Forms of Unconditional PDF of SNR Upper Bound
In (22), F2 is very complicated and a closed-form expression is not tractable.
Besides, the exact form does not shed much insight on deriving the success or
outage probability. Hence, we propose to use the Newton-Cotes formula [35] of
the open type to approximate (22). Speciﬁcally, redeﬁning the integral interval
)
(
K0
0
as (a, b), we have the ith Newton-Cotes sampling point of
I = 2(BK
2 +R2 ) , 2R2
m degree as xmi = a +
fγub (γ) ≈

i(b−a)
m .

Then, (22) can be approximated by

m−1
∑
C n − γγ
e sd + n
Ami W (γ, xmi )U (xmi )n−1
γ sd
i=1

(23)

where Ami is the ith coeﬃcient of the Newton-Cotes formula of m degree. When
B ≫ R, it is obvious that C ≈ 1 and U (t) ≈ 1. As a result, (23) can be further
simpliﬁed as
fγub (γ) ≈

m−1
∑
1 − γγ
Ami W (γ, xmi ).
e sd + n
γ sd
i=1

(24)

4.3. Approximation of Unconditional Success Probability
The success probability, which is the complement of the outage probability, is
deﬁned as the probability that γub is above a certain threshold γ0 when N = n,
15

which can be expressed as
∫

∞

fγub (γ) dγ.

Ps (n) =

(25)

γ0

Lemma 2. For a given N = n, the success probability of the cooperative wireless
system as described in Section 3.1 can be approximated by
Ps (n) ≈ C n e

m−1
∑

γ

−γ 0

sd

+n

xmi Ami W (γ0 , xmi )U (xmi )n−1

(26)

i=1

where xmi and Ami are the ith Newton-Cotes sampling point and coeﬃcient of
m degree, respectively. If B ≫ R, (26) can be further simpliﬁed as
Ps (n) ≈ E + nA

(27)

where E and A are constants given by
γ

E=e
A=

−γ 0

(28)

sd

m−1
∑

xmi Ami W (γ0 , xmi ).

(29)

i=1

Proof. It can be easily proved that W (γ, t) satisﬁes the following property
∫ ∞
W (γ, t)dγ = tW (γ0 , t).
(30)
γ0

Applying this property to (23) and (25), we have
∫
Ps (n) ≈

∞
γ0

= C ne

∫ ∞
m−1
∑
C n − γγ
e sd dγ + n
Ami U (xmi )n−1
W (γ, xmi ) dγ
γ sd
γ0
i=1
γ

−γ 0

sd

+n

m−1
∑

Ami U (xmi )n−1 · xmi W (γ0 , xmi )

i=1

= C ne

γ
−γ 0
sd

+n

m−1
∑

xmi Ami W (γ0 , xmi )U (xmi )n−1 .

i=1

Thus, (26) is proved. Similarly, (27) can be derived by using the property in
(30) to (24) and (25).
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Theorem 1. The unconditional success probability of the wireless diversity system that uses the distributed cooperative transmission with spatially random
helpers as described in Section 3.1 is given by
Ps =

∞
∑
λH n
i=1

n!

e−λH Ps (n).

(31)

When α = 2 and B ≫ R, (31) can be approximated by
Ps ≈ E + λH A

(32)

where λH is the intensity measure of ΦH given in (13), and E and A are constants given in (28) and (29), respectively.
Proof. Eq. (31) provides the unconditional expectation of the success probability. It can be easily obtained by averaging Ps (n) with the PMF of N , which
follows the Poisson distribution in (16). Eq. (32) is a straightforward result of
(27) and (31), since the mean of N is equal to the intensity λH .
4.4. Delay Analysis of MAC Coordination Schemes
As discussed in Section 3.4, we consider both an ALOHA-like MAC scheme
and a timer-based random backoﬀ scheme to coordinate multiple available helpers.
These MAC schemes may introduce diﬀerent levels of collisions, which have a
direct impact on the cooperative transmission. In this section, we analyze the
delay of the two MAC schemes, which is another important performance metric
in addition to the success probability evaluated in Section 4.3.
In the ALOHA-like MAC scheme, an eligible helper accesses the channel
with a probability p to forward the overheard packet. Given n eligible helpers
in total, if i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) helpers have not made their relaying contributions, the
probability that the channel is successfully occupied by only one of these helpers
is given by
Pa (i) =

( )
i
p(1 − p)i−1 , i = 1, . . . , n.
1

(33)

Let L denote the number of wasted time slots before a slot is successfully occupied by one of the i helpers. Obviously, L follows a geometric distribution with
17

the parameter Pa (i) and has a PMF
[
] [
]l−1
Pr L = l|i = 1 − Pa (i)
Pa (i), l = 1, 2, . . .

(34)

Thus, the average number of time slots before one of the i helpers successfully
captures the channel and relays the packet is given by
1
.
Pa (i)

L(i) =

The same contention process repeats until each of the n helpers has successfully
occupied the channel and relayed the packet. Therefore, we can obtain the total
delay as
DA (n) =

n
∑
i=1

ξ
ip(1 − p)i−1

(35)

where ξ is the time slot for a packet transmission.
As shown later in Section 5, DA (n) increases exponentially with n. To
simplify the calculation in (35), we can approximate the delay by
D̃A (n) = εζ n

(36)

where the coeﬃcients ε and ζ can be determined by ﬁtting two sample values
DA (1) and DA (ñ) with (36). Thus, we have
[
ε = DA (1),

ζ=

DA (ñ)
DA (1)

] ñ1
.

(37)

Combining (16) and (35), we further obtain the average delay with the ALOHA
scheme as
DA =

∞
∑
λH n
i=1

n!

e−λH D̃A (n) = εeλH (ζ−1) .

(38)

For the timer-based backoﬀ scheme, it is intractable to derive a closed-form
expression for the delay. Therefore, we provide a numerical approximation based
on the observation of the simulation results. In particular, the delay of the
timer-based backoﬀ scheme is approximated by
D̃T (n) = µ2 n2 + µ1 n + µ0
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(39)

where the coeﬃcients µ2 , µ1 , and µ0 can be obtained by using three delay samñ
2,

ple values when the number of helpers is 1,
DT (1),

DT ( ñ2 ),

and ñ, which are denoted by

and DT (ñ), respectively. Then, based on the Lagrange numeri-

cal analytical expression [36], we have
µ2 =

DT ( ñ2 )
DT (1)
DT (ñ)
−
+
(1 − ñ/2)(1 − ñ) (ñ/2 − 1)ñ/2 (ñ − 1)ñ/2

µ1 = −
µ0 =

(1 + ñ)DT ( ñ2 ) (1 + ñ/2)DT (ñ)
(3ñ/2)DT (1)
+
−
(1 − ñ/2)(1 − ñ)
(ñ/2 − 1)ñ/2
(ñ − 1)ñ/2

ñDT ( ñ2 )
ñDT (ñ)
ñ2 DT (1)
−
+
.
2(1 − ñ/2)(1 − ñ) (ñ/2 − 1)ñ/2 2(ñ − 1)ñ/2

(40)
(41)
(42)

We further combine (16) and (39) to evaluate the average delay of the timerbased backoﬀ scheme by
DT =

∞
∑
λH n
i=1

n!

e−λH D̃T (n) = µ2 λ2H + (µ2 + µ1 )λH + µ0 .

(43)

4.5. Outage-Delay Tradeoﬀ
As the complement of success probability, the outage probability, denoted by
Po , is the probability that the total SNR at d falls below the decoding threshold
γ0 , which means that a data transmission fails. When the direct channel between
s and d is poor, more helpers should be involved for a higher diversity gain. On
the other hand, a larger overhead of coordination delay may also be introduced
due to collisions among more helpers. As seen, there is a tradeoﬀ between the
outage probability and the delay.
In Section 4.3, the success probability Ps is derived and given in (32). Hence,
the outage probability can be written as Po = 1 − Ps . The delay of the two MAC
schemes is analyzed in Section 4.4 and given in (38) and (43). For the ALOHAlike scheme, we can relate the delay to the outage probability as follows:
DA = ε exp

(1 − E − P

According to (32), we have λH =

o

A
1−E−Po
,
A

)
(ζ − 1) .

(44)

which can be applied to (38) to

obtain (44). Similarly, the outage-delay tradeoﬀ for the timer-based backoﬀ
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scheme can be expressed as
DT = µ2

( 1 − E − P )2
o

A

(1 − E − P )
o
+ (µ2 + µ1 )
+ µ0 .
A

(45)

Considering the overall system performance, we are interested in the ratio
of the success probability to the delay, deﬁned by
B=

Ps
D

(46)

in which the delay D can be interpreted as the price paid to achieve certain
success probability Ps . When the ALOHA scheme is used, based on (32) and
(38), the success/delay ratio is written as
BA =

E + λH A
.
εeλH (ζ−1)

(47)

Taking the ﬁrst-order derivative of (47) with respect to λH , we can ﬁnd that
the success/delay ratio is maximized when
λH = λ̂A =

E
1
− .
ζ −1 A

(48)

Likewise, for the timer-based backoﬀ scheme, the success/delay ratio can be
obtained from (32) and (43) as
BT =

µ2 λ2H

E + λH A
.
+ (µ2 + µ1 )λH + µ0

Similarly, the success/delay ratio is maximized when
√
−µ2 E + (µ2 E)2 + µ2 µ0 A2 − µ2 (µ1 + µ2 )AE
λH = λ̂T =
.
µ2 A

(49)

(50)

5. Numerical and Simulation Results
In this section, we ﬁrst validate the accuracy of the linear approximation of
Lemma 2. Then, we compare the numerical results and simulation results for the
unconditional success probability Ps derived in Theorem 1 and the delay of the
ALOHA scheme and the backoﬀ timer-based scheme, DA and DT , given in (38)
and (43). Finally, we present numerical results demonstrating the outage-delay
tradeoﬀ. The main system parameters are given in Table 1.
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Table 1: System parameters.

Definition

Symbol

Value

Intensity measure of ΦB

λB

500

Location parameter of nodes s and d

R

5

Circle area radius

B

40

Transmit SNR

K0

14.7 dB

Decoding SNR threshold

γ0

2γ sd

Path loss exponent

α

2

ALOHA channel access probability

p

0.4

Number of contention regions

K

10

Time slot length

ξ

1

5.1. Analysis Validation
Fig. 3(a) shows how the success probability Ps (n) varies with the number of
helpers n. As seen, the simulation results exhibit an apparent linear tendency
and our analysis results have a good approximation accuracy. Fig. 3(a) further
shows the analysis error versus the approximation degree m. As expected, the
higher the degree m, the closer the approximation. For example, when m = 6,
the relative error is as low as 4%.
Fig. 3(b) compares the numerical results and simulation results to verify
the conclusion in Theorem 1. If the nodes are located according to the system
model in Section 3.2 and the helpers are selected by the distributed algorithm in
Section 3.3, the number of helpers follows a Poisson distribution of a parameter
λH . It is clearly shown in Fig. 3(b) that the unconditional success probability
varies linearly with λH , which conﬁrms Eq. (32).
Fig. 4(a) shows the numerical and simulation results of delay with the
ALOHA scheme and the timer-based backoﬀ scheme. As seen, the simulation
results match well the numerical approximations in (36) and (39). Here, the
coeﬃcients of the delay approximation for the ALOHA scheme are ε = 2.50
and ζ = 1.44, given that the access probability p = 0.4. In this case, the de-
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(a) Success probability vs. the number of helpers.
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(b) Success probability vs. the intensity measure λH .

Fig. 3: Success probability.
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Fig. 4: Delay performance.
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Fig. 5: Outage-delay tradeoﬀ (m = 6).

lay increases exponentially with the number of helpers due to collisions. On
the other hand, for the timer-based backoﬀ scheme, we choose the parameter
ñ = 15 and determine the coeﬃcients of the delay approximation as µ2 = 0.075,
µ1 = 1.46, and µ0 = 3.98. Apparently, the timer-based backoﬀ scheme performs
much better in terms of delay when the number of helpers are potentially large.
This observation is also veriﬁed by Fig. 4(b), which shows the numerical results
of (38) and (43). It is seen that when the nodes are densely deployed with a
large λH , the timer-based backoﬀ scheme is more eﬀective in handling collisions
and mitigating the delay overhead.
5.2. Outage-Delay Tradeoﬀ
While the success probability presents a linear increase with the number of
helpers, the delay also increases fast due to the multi-helper coordination. Fig. 5
shows the numerical results of (44) and (45), which demonstrates the tradeoﬀ
between the outage probability and the delay. As observed in Fig. 5, when the
QoS requirement of the outage probability is very low, there is a much larger
delay overhead with the ALOHA scheme compared to the timer-based backoﬀ
scheme. As the outage requirement is further relaxed, the diﬀerence between
these two MAC schemes diminishes.
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Fig. 6: Success/delay ratio vs. the intensity measure λH .

Fig. 6 shows the variation of the success/delay ratio deﬁned in (47) and (49)
with the intensity measure λH . This success/delay ratio can be interpreted as
the price paid in terms of delay to achieve certain required success probability.
As seen, the success/delay ratio of the ALOHA scheme drops dramatically after
the ratio reaches the maximum when the helper intensity measure λH = λ̂A =
0.69, which is obtained from (48). In contrast, the timer-based backoﬀ scheme
experiences much smaller ﬂuctuation. The success/delay ratio is maximal when
λH = λ̂T = 2.8 as calculated by (50). It means that the timer-based backoﬀ
scheme also performs well in a dense network. Since the intensity measure of
helpers λH is related to that of potential helpers λB according to (15), we can
use pre-selection to adapt λH so that the success/delay ratio is maximized.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we considered a wireless diversity system with multiple mobile
helpers using a distributed cooperation strategy. As the helpers are assumed to
be randomly deployed in certain area, the number of helpers and their spatial
locations are not deterministic or known in advance. Taking into account the
spatial random characteristics of helpers, we analyzed the cooperative transmis25

sion success probability. We found that the success probability is linear with
the number of helpers when the system covers a suﬃciently large area. Further,
because the number of eligible helpers is random itself, the unconditional success probability is only related to the intensity measure of the point process of
helpers. Considering an ALOHA-like MAC scheme and a timer-based random
backoﬀ scheme, we quantiﬁed the tradeoﬀ between the success probability and
delay, and deﬁned the performance metric success/delay ratio. The ratio can
be maximized by adapting the helper intensity λH which is linearly related to
the overall node intensity λB .
The conclusions and analysis results of this study are not only mathematically proved but also validated by simulations. The approximations of the
success probability simplify the performance evaluation and exhibit a high accuracy. This work also builds a basic framework to analyze wireless diversity
systems with distributed cooperation. Exploiting the mobility models deﬁned
with stochastic geometry, we can naturally involve more mobility patterns of
nodes in the analysis. The analytical approach can be extended to consider a
node topology other than a Poisson point process. Moreover, diﬀerent helper
selection strategies can be investigated by adjusting the thinning process accordingly to generate the helper set.

Appendix A. Proof of Lamma 1
Proof. The original expression of the unconditional PDF of γub is given in (21).
Based on (11), (21) can be divided into the following two parts:
∫
∫
β0 − γγ
F1 = · · ·
e sd fτ1 (t1 ) · · · fτn (tn ) dt1 · · · dtn
γ
| I {z }I sd
∫
F2 =

(51)

n

∫ ∑
n
βi − tγ
···
e i fτ1 (t1 ) · · · fτn (tn ) dt1 · · · dtn .
t
| I {z }I i=1 i

(52)

n

For F1 , since τi (i = 1, · · · , n) are independent of each other, and e
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− γγ

sd

is

separable from β0 and fτ (ti ), we rewrite (51) as
1 − γγ
F1 =
e sd
γ sd

[∫ (
I

1−

t )−1
γ sd

]n
fτ (t) dt

=

C n − γγ
e sd
γ sd

where
∫ (
C=
I

1−

t )−1
γ sd

fτ (t) dt = 1 +

R
ln
B

(

B−R
B+R

)
.

Since t1 · · · tn are symmetric for the integral in (52), the following equation
holds for any i ̸= j:
∫
∫
∫
∫
βi − tγ
βj − tγj
···
e i fτ1 (t1 ) · · · fτn (tn )dt1 · · · dtn = · · ·
e
fτ1 (t1 ) · · · fτn (tn )dt1 · · · dtn .
t
t
| I {z }I i
| I {z }I j
n

n

Thus, (52) can be derived as follows:
∫
F2 =

∫ ∑
n
βi − tγ
···
e i fτ1 (t1 ) · · · fτn (tn ) dt1 · · · dtn
t
| I {z }I i=1 i
n

n ∫
∑

∫

βi − tγ
···
e i fτ1 (t1 ) · · · fτn (tn ) dt1 · · · dtn
t
i=1 | I {z }I i
n
∫
∫
β1 − tγ
= n ···
e 1 fτ1 (t1 ) · · · fτn (tn ) dt1 · · · dtn .
t
| I {z }I 1
=

n

It is further noticed that, the above integral has two separate parts which
depend on either t1 or ti (i = 2, . . . , n). Therefore, replacing t1 by t and ti
(i = 2, . . . , n) by s and considering τi (i = 2, . . . , n) are independent of each
other, we can simplify (53) as follows:
∫
∫
β1 − tγ
F2 = n · · ·
e 1 fτ1 (t1 ) · · · fτn (tn ) dt1 · · · dtn
I
I t1
| {z }
n

∫

γ

=n
∫I

e− t
fτ (t)
t − γ sd

[∫ (
I

n−1

=n

W (γ, t)U (t)

1−

dt

I
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]n−1
s )−1
fτ (s)ds
dt
t

where we deﬁne
γ

e− t
W (γ, t) ,
fτ (t)
t − γ sd
(
√ )
∫ (
s )−1
K0
Bt − tY
√ ln
√
U (t) ,
1−
fτ (s) ds = 1 +
t
4B tY
Bt + tY
I
and Y ,

K0
2

− R2 t. Thus, Lemma 1 is proved.
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